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â€œA great starting point for the woman who wants to live the cruising life.â€•--SAIL The cruising life

offers adventure, exotic destinations, and expansive opportunities for personal growth. But

considering such a life leads to vexing questions: What do I need to learn? What do I do if my

partner falls overboard? How will our relationship be tested at sea? Let longtime cruiser and

circumnavigator Diana Jessie start you on the journey of a lifetime with her advice on short-term

cruising or long-term voyaging. She addresses the concerns of women cruisers, including:  Cruising

roles and relationships What life at sea is really like Children on board How to make the boat your

home as well as his Identifying the dangers and putting them into perspective . . . and more  Plan for

smooth cruising with advice from Sally Bee Brown, a contributing editor to PassageMaker

magazine; Carol Cuddyer, cofounder of Sea Sense, a sailing and powerboating school for women;

Dawn Riley, noted Americaâ€™s Cup and Whitbread sailor; Patience Wales, two-time

circumnavigator and editor emeritus of SAIL; and thirty other cruisers. This updated edition also

contains information on powerboating (including choosing between power and sail), cruising with

pets, and satellite communication. â€œA little gem . . . packed with useful information.â€•--Sailing

â€œEvery woman who intends to step on board for more than a day sail should read Jessieâ€™s

book.â€•--The Log
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Having completed a number of miles on my sailboat, in addition to a circumnavigation, I bought this

book to help my new wife get acquainted with what she might want to know for her first voyage.



Thus far only having had time to read bits and pieces of this apparently well written book, I would

hesitate to call it a "Woman's Adviser." Both sexes of wannabes, as well as those even considering

cruising should read this. That being said, I sincerely believe there are things I too will have learned

once having finished reading the book.

knowing very little about sailing, this is the first book that i read to familarize myself with living

aboard. very informational and i would highly recommend this book. While, it is very vague, it

touches many subjects that one would need to know and may not have thought about.

I bought this in hopes that it would help encourage my wife wife that we could do this, and to help

answer her specific questions and concerns. It did all that! I read it first and hung on every morsel of

sensible advice and answers to issues both obvious and those I'd never considered. This author

has obviously been there done that, and has the ability to tell it like it is while easing the anxiety and

encouraging the adventure. This is an excellent read. It will come with us as a valued reference.

For anyone who has a partner who wants to go cruising , this book is excellent. Diana Jesse has

prompted me to be more proactive, less afraid and looking forward to a new adventure in our lives.

Buy it! Since I've read it I've completed my boatmasters qualification and the world is going to

become our oyster.
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